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Abstract 
The well-known concept of a polynomial function (mod m) has been generalized to poly- 
nomial functions from Z, to Z m and a number of results have been obtained in (Chen, 1995). In 
the present paper, we further define the concept of polynomial functions from 
Z,, x Z.2 x ... x Z.r to Z,, and generalize the results of (Chen, 1995). We give a canonical 
representation and the counting formula for such polynomial functions. Then we obtain 
a necessary and sufficient condition on n l ,n  2 . . . . .  n r and m for all functions from 
Z,, x Z,2 x ... x Z,r to Zm to be polynomial functions. Further, we give an answer to the 
following problem: How to determine whether a given function from Z.1 x Z.2 x ... × Z,r to 
Z,, is a polynomial function, and how to obtain a polynomial to represent a polynomial 
function from Z., x Z.2 x -.. x Z., to Z,,? 
I. Introduction 
A variety of mathematical researches ( ee e.g. [4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13]) has been devoted 
to the well-known polynomial functions from Z. to Z.  (where Z,  denotes the ring of 
integers modulo n), which are also called polynomial functions (mod n). Such poly- 
nomial functions have been used in the study of isomorphisms of combinatorial 
objects (see e.g. [1, 3, 9, 11]). In our recent paper [5], the concept of polynomial 
functions was generalized to polynomial functions from Z, to Zm and a number of 
results were obtained. 
As we noted in [5], many subjects in combinatorial study (such as homomorphisms 
between combinatorial objects, the (edge) colorings of labeled graphs, and the m-ary 
code words in coding theory, etc.) can be considered as functions from Z. to Zm. NOW 
we note that the functions from Z., x Z.2 × ... x Z,, to Zm can be used to represent 
more subjects in combinatorial study. For example, a labeled digraph with n vertices 
can be represented by a function from Z, x Z.  to Z2; a labeled graph with n vertices 
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and m edges can be represented by a function from Z,  x Z,, to Z2; a Latin square of 
order n can be represented by a function from Zn X Z ,  to Z,;  a simple uniform 
hypergraph of rank r with n vertices (refer to [2] for definition) can be represented by 
a function from (Z,) ~ to Z2; a code of length r over an n-element alphabet can also be 
represented by a function from (Z.) r to ZE. 
In the present paper we shall generally consider the functions from 
Z.~ × Z,~ × ... x Z,, to Z,. and answer the following problems: 
(1) How do we define polynomial functions from Z,~ × Z,2 × .-. × Z,, to Z,. so that 
it gives a natural generalization of the polynomial functions from Z,  to Z,, (which are 
defined and discussed in [5])? 
(2) Is every function from Z.~ × Z,~ × .-- × Z., to Z,. a polynomial function? If not, 
can we give a counting formula, and can we find conditions on n l ,  nz . . . .  , nr and 
m which guarantee very function from Z.  1 × Z.~ × ... x Z,, to Z,, to be a polynomial 
function? 
(3) How do we determine whether a given function from Z., × Z.2 × ... × Z,, to 
Z,, is a polynomial function, and how to obtain a polynomial to represent a poly- 
nomial function? 
We answer the first problem in Section 2. Then in Section 3 we give the main 
theorems which answer the second and third problems. 
2. Preliminaries 
We use the same notations as in [5]. In particular, the ring of integers modulo n is 
written as Z,  = {0, 1, ... , n - 1}, Z denotes the ring of integers and Z ÷ denotes the set 
of nonnegative integers. The symbol ( - )  will always be used to denote congruence 
(mod m). The modulus of a congruence will always be m unless otherwise specified. 
For  given positive integers nl, n2 . . . . .  n~ and m, we always let 
2(m) = the least positive integer 2 such that ml 2! 
~(nl, m) = min{n i ,2 (m)}  for any i = 1,2 . . . .  ,r. 
For notational simplicity, we may write 2 and/~i instead of 2(m) and #(nl, m) when 
there is no confusion. 
We define the polynomial functions from Z,I × Z,~ × .-. × Z,~ to Zm as follows. 
Definition 1. A function from Z, 1 × Z,~ x ... × Z,r to Zm is said to be a polynomial 
function (from Z,~ × Z.2 × --. × Z,, to Zm) if it is represented by a polynomial 
F e Z[X l ,X2 ,  ... ,xr] ,  i.e. f (x l ,x2  . . . . .  xr) - F (x l ,x2  . . . . .  xr) for al l  
xi = 0,1 . . . .  ,n i -  1; i = 1,2 . . . . .  r. 
Clearly, in the case r = 1, it becomes the definition of a polynomial function from 
Z, to Zm (which is defined in I-5]). 
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Example 1. Let f :  Z2 x Z3 ~ Z4 be defined as 
f (0 ,0 )= 1, f (0 ,1 )=3,  f (0 ,2 )= 1, f (1 ,0 )= 1, f (1 ,1 )=0,  f (1 ,2 )= 1. 
It can be seen that f i s  a po lynomia l  funct ion representab le  by F = 1 + 2y + xy  2 since 
f (x ,y )  = F (x ,y ) (mod4)  for all x = 0, 1 and  y = 0, 1,2. 
(Later  in Example  3 we will see how to f ind this po lynomia l  F) .  
Definition 2. Let F, G ~ Z[x l ,x2  . . . .  ,xr ] .  We say that  F is re lated to G, denoted  as 
F ~ G, if F and G induce the same po lynomia l  funct ion from Z, ,  × Zn 2 X .-- X Z,r to 
Zm. 
Obvious ly ,  the re lat ion ~ is an equivalence re lat ion on Z[X l ,  x 2 . . . . .  Xr] .  The 
number  of equiva lence classes in Z Exl, x2, ... , xr] equals  the number  of po lynomia l  
funct ions f rom Z,1 × Zn2 X ... X Zn, to Z,,. 
It is easi ly seen that  
F~G <:> F(X l ,X  2 . . . . .  Xr) = G(X I ,X  2 . . . . .  Xr) for all xi = 0,1 . . . . .  n i -  1 
<:~ F(x I ,X2 . . . . .  Xr) -- G(XI,X2, ... ,Xr) = 0 for all xi = 0,1 . . . .  ,n i -  1 
¢~F-G~O.  
Definition 3. For  any k = (kl ,  k2 . . . . .  kr )  and h = (hi,  h2,  ... , hr) in (Z + )r, we say that  
k is less than h, denoted  k < h, if there is some j ~ { 1, 2 . . . . .  r} such that  k i < hj and 
k~ = hi for all i < j. As usual,  we write k ~< h if k and h satisfy either k < h or k = h. 
Clearly,  Def in i t ion 3 gives a part ia l  o rder ing  ~< on (Z+)  r. It is easi ly seen that  ~< is 
a wel l -order ing.  The smal lest  e lement in (Z +)r is 0 = (0,0, ... , 0). 
Definition 4. Let k = (k l ,  k2, ...  , kr) E (Z  + )r. We define 
(x)~= ~ (xi)k,, 
i=1 
where (Xi)k~ is def ined as the fal l ing factorial ,  i.e. 
(Xi)g, = 1 as kl = 0 and (Xi)k, = X i (X i  - -  1)  " ' "  (X  i - -  k i ~- 1) as ki > 0. 
3. Main theorems 
Theorem 1. Let fbe  a polynomial function from Zn, X Zn2 x ... x Z,, to Zm. Then f can 
be uniquely represented by a polynomial. 
F = ~ bk (x)k 
k 
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where all coefficients bk are integers satisfying 
O <~ ba < m m, ki! , 
l \  i=1 
and the summation is taken over all k = (kx,k2 . . . . .  k,)  w i th  ki = O, 1 . . . .  ,# i -  1 for 
i = 1,2,  ... ,r .  
Theorem 2. The number of polynomial functions from Z,~ × Z,~ x ... × Z.r to  Z., is 
given by 
N(nl ,n2 . . . .  'n ' ;m)=~k ( m ) m ,  Iq~=lki! 
--( ), ~ m,l-l~=lki! 
where the outside product is taken over all k = (kl, k2 . . . . .  k,) with  ki = O, 1 . . . . .  #i - 1 
for all i = 1,2,  ... ,r .  
Theorem 3. (a) Every function from Z,  1 x Z,~ x ... x Z,, to  Z1 is a polynomial function. 
(b) For m > 1, every function from Z,I x Z.~ x ... x Z,, to Z,, is a polynomial function if 
and only if all ni (i = 1,2 . . . .  ,r) are not greater than the least prime factor of m. 
Theorem 4. Let nl, n2, ... , nr be positive integers less than or equal to the least prime 
factor of re. Then for any function f from Z.,  × Z,~ x ... x Z,, to  Zm, the Lagrange type 
interpolation formula holds: 
n l - ln2 -1  n,-1 f i  
f (x , ,x2  . . . .  , x , )=  2 ~, "'" ~, f ( i l , i2 ,  ... ,it) Pk(Xk,ik), 
i1=0 i2=0 #=0 k=l  
where  
n k -- 1 
Pk (Xk, ik ) = I-I (Xk -- j ) (ik -- j ) -  1, 
j=O,  j4 : i  k 
xk ~ {0,1,  . . . ,  nk - 1} .  
Theorem 5. Let f : Z. ,  x Z.2 x "'" X Zn  -.-~ Z m be given by f (t) = ct for  
t = ( t l ,  t2, ... , t,) w i th  ti = O, 1 . . . . .  nl - 1. Thenf is  a polynomial function if and only if 
the following system of linear congruences 
~,(t)kxk =- G(modm)  
k 
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(where t = (tl ,  t2 . . . . .  tr) with t /=  0, 1, ... , ni - 1 and the summation is taken over all 
k = (k l ,k2  . . . . .  kr) with kl = O, 1 . . . . .  #i - 1) has a solution Xk = bk with 
O<~bk <m,  i=1 
for each k. 
Theorem 5 tells us that determining whether a given function f from 
Z,1 x Z,2 x .-- x Z,, to Z,, is a polynomial function is equivalent o examining the 
existence of a solution of a system of linear congruences (mod m). Also, we see that if 
we get a solution x, = b, (to the system of linear congruences) with 
for each k, then the function f can be represented by the polynomial 
F = ~ b, (x)k. 
k 
It should be pointed out that the system of linear congruences (mod m) in Theorem 
5 is lower triangular and can be solved easily under the restriction of the inequalities 
for x,. 
Example 2. Let f : Z 2 X Z 3 ~ Z 4 be given as 
f(0, 0) = 1, f(0, 1) = 3, f(0, 2) = 1, f(1, 0) = 1, 
f(1, 1) = 0, f(1, 2) = 2. 
By using Theorem 5 we can see that f is not a polynomial function. Here n~ = 2, 
n 2 = 3 and m = 4. So 2 = 4, #1 = 2 and i//2 = 3. The corresponding system of linear 
congruences (mod m) is as follows: 
(t)kx, - f (t)  (mod4) ,  t = (t l ,  t2 ), tl = O, 1, t 2 = O, 1, 2, 
k 
and the summation is taken over all k = (k~,k2) with kl = 0, 1 and k 2 = 0, 1,2. It can 
be rewritten as the following when we write the subscript k = (k l, k2) simply as k lk2: 
(t)ooXo0 -/i-(t)o1Xo1 + (I)o2X02 -~-(t)loXlo + ( t ) l lX l l  -~-(t)12X12 =f( t ) (mod4) ,  
i.e. 
Xoo + t2Xol  + t2(t2 -- 1)Xo2 + t lX lo  + t l t2x l l  + t l t2 ( t2  -- 1)x12 
- f ( t l , t2 ) (mod4) ,  t I =0 ,  1, t2 =0,1 ,2 .  
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That is, 
Xoo - 1 (mod4), 
Xoo + Xol - 3(mod4), 
Xoo + 2Xo1 + 2xo2 -= 1 (mod4), 
Xoo + 0Xol + 0Xo2 + Xlo = 1 (mod4), 
Xoo + Xol + Oxo2 + xlo + xl1 = 0(mod4), 
Xoo + 2Xol + 2xo2 + xlo + 2Xll + 2x12 - 2(mod4). 
The restriction inequalities for the xk's are: 
0~<x00 <4,  0~<xol  <4,  0~<Xo2 <2, 
0~<Xlo <4,  0~<Xx~ <4,  0~X12 <2. 
Such triangular system is very easy to solve by substitution. From the first five 
equations we get Xoo - 1, xol = 2, Xo2 - O, Xxo - 0, Xx i - 1. Substituting these values 
into the last equation we have 2x~2 -= 3 (mod 4) which has no solution. Therefore, the 
given function is not a polynomial function by Theorem 5. 
Example 3. Consider again the function given in Example 1 (which is almost the same 
as the function given in Example 2 except he difference of the function values f(1, 2)). 
Let us use the same procedure as in Example 2. From the first five equations of the 
linear congruence system we have Xoo = 1, Xol = 2, Xo2 = 0, Xlo = 0, and x11 -= 1. 
Then substituting these values into the last equation of the system, we have 
2x12 = 2(mod4), x12 = 1. Then by Theorem 5, we see that the function f can be 
represented by F = l(x)oo + 2(X)o1 + 0(X)o2 + 0(Xho + l (xh l  + l(xh2 which 
can be rewritten as F = 1 + 2x2 + xlx2 + xlx2(x2 -- l), or as F = 1 + 2y + xy 2 in 
Example 1. 
It should be noted that letting nx = n2 . . . . .  nr = m in the above theorems, we 
immediately obtain corresponding results for multi-variate polynomial functions 
(mod m). 
4. Proof of theorems 
We first give the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1 (see Deskins [6] or Zariski and Samuel [14]). Let JI be a ring with identity 
and ~[x]  a polynomial ring over ~l. Let F(x), G(x)E ~?[x] and G(x) be monic. Then 
there exist polynomials Q(x) and R(x) such that F(x)= Q(x)G(x) + R(x) with 
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deg R(x)  < deg G(x) and Q(X)  and R(x)  are uniquely determined. (Note that the degree 
o f  the zero polynomial is assigned to be - c~.) 
Lemma 2. For any t = (t l ,  t2, ... , tr) E (Z + )r and x = (Xl,Xz, ... , xr) E Z ~, we have 
Proof. It is easily seen that for all i, (ti!) divides (xi)t~. [] 
Lemma 3. Let  F ~ Z[x l ,  x2 . . . . .  xr]. Then F is a Z- l inear combination of  the poly- 
nomials (x)k with each ki not exceeding the degree of  F viewed as a polynomial in x~. 
Proof. By induction on r. If F is a constant polynomial, it must be an integral multiple 
of 1 = (x)o. Then there is nothing to prove. 
In general, note that Z[x l ,  xz ,  ... ,x ,]  = ~[xr ] ,  where ~ = Z[x l ,  x2 . . . .  ,x ,  1]. 
Then by using the division algorithm (Lemma 1), we have 
d 
F = ~ F i (x l ,  x2 . . . . .  x , -1 ) (x , ) i  
i=0  
where d is the degree of F in xr, and F i ( x 1, x 2 . . . . .  x , _  1 ) E- Z IX  1, X2 . . . . .  Xr- 1 ] for all 
i. F rom induction hypothesis, each F i (x l ,x2 ,  ... , x , _~)  can be expressed in the 
desired fashion. Then the desired conclusion for F immediately follows. [] 
Lemma 4. Let  a = (al ,  a2,  . . .  , at) E (Z  + )r and I = {k = (kl, k2 ,  .-- , kr) E (Z  + )r: ki ~ ai 
for  all i }. Then Y'k~l bk(x)k "-~ 0 i f  and on ly / f  bk(x)k ~ O for  all k E I .  
Proof. We only show the necessity, since the sufficiency is obvious. 
Let s =I I ] .  The necessity holds trivially for the case s = 1. So we only consider the 
case s > 1. We are given 
bk(x)k ~ 0. 
kel  
Set xi = 0 for all i. Then we have b0 - 0 so that bo(x)o ~ O. Now we shall show that 
bk(x)k "-~ 0 for all k e I by induction. Assume that there is some t = (tl, t2, . . .  , t r )  ~ a 
such that bk(x)k ~ 0 for all k < t. We shall show that b,(x), ~ 0. 
From the above induction hypothesis and the given condition 
bk(x)k ~ 0, 
ke l  
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we have 
b,(x)k ", O. 
k~l ,k  >~t 
By the definition of (x),, we have (t)k = 0 for all k > t and 
(t)t = f l  ti!. 
i=1  
Thus 
bt H ti! -- o. 
i=1  
By Lemma 2, for all x ~ Z r, 
Therefore, bt(x), ~ 0 and the induction is completed. []  
Lemma 5. Let  k = (kl ,  k2 . . . . .  k,) ~ (Z + )" with ki < nifor all i. Then b,(x), ~ 0 if and 
only if 
Proofi It holds clearly when k = 0. So we may assume k > 0. 
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By Lemma 2, we know that 
So, mlbk(x)k for all xe  (Z÷) r. Therefore, we have b~(x)k ~ O. [] 
Lemma 6. Let  k = (kt, k 2 , ... , k, ) ~ ( Z + )~. Then  (x )~ ~ 0 i f  there is some k l >t la i , where 
#i = min {nl, 2(m)}. 
Proof. It is easily seen that ki >/~i implies that (Xl)k, ~ 0. [] 
NOW the proof  of Theorem 1 goes as follows. 
Proof  of Theorem 1. Let G be a polynomial  representingf. By Lemmas 3 and 6, 
G ~ ~ bh(x)h with each hi < ~ul. 
h 
Note that hi < Pi implies hi < ni. Then by Lemma 5, we obtain that 
G ~ ~ bk (x),, 
k 
where 
0~<bk<m m, kit , 
and the summat ion is taken over all k with 0 ~< kl < #i for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,  r. 
The uniqueness is easily seen from Lemmas 4 and 5. []  
Proof  of Theorem 2. This counting formula can be directly obtained from the 
canonical representation for the polynomial  functions given in Theorem 1. []  
Proof  of Theorem 3. (a) It is obvious since every function from Z,, x Zn: × ... x Z,r to 
Z I  is a constant function. 
(b) By Theorem 2, 
N(n l ,n  - 2 . . . . .  n,; m) = m(1-I:~'n') 
¢~ ni =/~i for all i = 1, 2, ... , r, and 
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I~k (m' lLI k~!) =1 i=1 (where the product over k is defined as in Theorem 2) 
• ¢¢ . (m, (n l -  1)!) = 1 for all i = 1,2 . . . .  ,r  
.~ all n~ (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r) are not greater than the least prime factor of m. 
Proof  of Theorem 4. Note that every (ik - j ) -1  (which means the inverse of ik - j  in 
Z,,) in the product expansion for Pk(xk, ik) exists since the given condition implies that 
(ik -- j ,  m) = 1. It is also clear that Pk(xk, ik) = 1 when xk = ik, and Pk(xk, ik) = 0 when 
xk ~ ik. Then the formula is easily verified. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5. It can be easily proved by using Theorem 1. []  
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